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Descriptive Inventory

SC 3454  SMITH, Susan Alice “Sudie,” 1892-1979 – Letter to

1 folder.  1 items.  1912.  Original.

SC2019.3.33

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC  SMITH, Susan Alice “Sudie,” 1912
3454  1892-1979 – Letter to

Letter, 14 December 1912, from a beau named Claude at Princeton, Kentucky, to Miss Sudie Smith, Cerulean, Kentucky in which he discusses their friendship and correspondence and a recent illness he has experienced.  On Princeton Hotel stationery.

1 folder.  1 items.  Original.

SC2019.3.33

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Letterheads – Princeton Hotel – Princeton

SEE and SEE ALSO

Lovelace, Susan Alice “Sudie” (Smith), 1892-1979

See also:
Smith, Susan Alice “Sudie,” 1892-1979
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